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The Linguistic Typology and Representation of African Languages Jun 23 2022 For the thirty-third
consecutive year, the Annual Conference on African Linguistics (ACAL) has provided the major forum for the
discussion of linguistic data geared towards understanding how African languages are constituted, acquired and
used. This volume represents a selection of 25 peer-reviewed papers from the 33rd AWAL held in March 2002 at
Ohio University in Athens. The papers cover language acquisition, syntax, phonetics, phonology, morphology,
historical linguistics, as well as language use and function in Africa.
History for the IB Diploma Paper 2 Evolution and Development of Democratic States (1848–2000) Apr 21 2022
Comprehensive second editions of History for the IB Diploma Paper 2, revised for first teaching in 2015. This
coursebook covers Paper 2, World History Topic 9: Evolution and Development of Democratic States (1848-2000)
of the History for the IB Diploma syllabus for first assessment in 2017. Tailored to the requirements of the IB
syllabus and written by experienced IB History examiners and teachers, it offers authoritative and engaging
guidance through the following detailed studies from around the world: South Africa, India, Germany, and the
USA.
Phonological Acquisition and Phonological Theory Nov 16 2021 Much of the work currently conducted within
the framework of Universal Grammar and language learnability focuses on the acquisition of syntax. However, the
learnability issues are just as applicable to the domain of phonology. This volume is the first to gather research
that assumes a sophisticated phonological framework and considers the implications of this framework for
language acquisition -- both first and second. As such, this book truly deals with phonological acquisition rather
than phonetic acquisition.
Papers and Reports on Child Language Development Sep 14 2021
Language Science and Language technology in Africa Oct 03 2020 This book provides a broad overview of
current work on South African languages, language resources and language technologies. While it provides a

fairly comprehensive overview, it also ties together the most recent knowledge state here, and is therefore truly
innovative ? The book is therefore informed by current international trends in the respective fields of science, and
feeds back into them ? There is absolutely no doubt that the book has an academic peer audience and is directed
at specialists in the field. - Prof. Axel Fleisch, University of Helsinki, Finland
Bua Sesotho Mar 08 2021
Sesotho Language Oct 27 2022
Thomas Mofolo and the Emergence of Written Sesotho Prose Mar 20 2022
Murder at Morija Oct 23 2019 Who killed Jacottet? Drawing on teh gret tradition of the "locked room" detective
story, Tim Couzens sets out, eighty years after the event, to solve the crime.
Gender and Language in Sub-Saharan Africa Jan 18 2022 Gender and Language in Sub-Saharan Africa:
Tradition, Struggle and Change is the first book to bring together the topics of language and gender, African
languages, and gender in African contexts, and it does so in a descriptive, explanatory and critical way. Including
fascinating new work and new, often challenging data from Botswana, Chad, Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria and South
Africa, this collection looks at some 'traditional' uses of language in relation to the gender of its speakers and the
gendered nature of the languages themselves; it also identifies and explores social change in terms of both
gender and sexuality, as reflected in and constructed by language and discourse. The contributions to this volume
are accessibly written and will be of interest to students and established academics working on African
sociolinguistics and discourse, as well as those whose interest is language, gender and sexuality.
Selected Proceedings of the 35th Annual Conference on African Linguistics Jan 06 2021 This volume
contains 26 papers selected from the 35th Annual Conference on African Linguistics (ACAL 35), which was held
at Harvard University in 2004. The theme of the conference, "African Languages and Linguistics in Broad
Perspective," was an open invitation to go beyond traditional linguistic theorizing and to discuss issues of greater
sociolinguistic and cultural meaning, outside of Africa as well as on the continent. The selected papers of this
volume represent a broad range of papers selected for their significance, breadth of coverage, and depth of
analysis, written by scholars from around the globe.
Case, Valency and Transitivity Mar 28 2020 The three concepts of case, valency and transitivity belong to the
most discussed topics of modern linguistics. On the one hand, they are crucially connected with morphological
aspects of the clause, including case marking, person agreement and voice. On the other hand, they are related
to several semantic issues such as the meaning of case, semantico-syntactic verbal classes, and the semantic
correlates of transitivity. The volume unifies papers written within different theoretical frameworks and
representing variegated approaches (Optimality Theory, Government and Binding, various versions of the
Functional approach, Cross-linguistic and Typological analyses), containing both numerous new findings in
individual languages and valuable observations and generalizations related to case, valency and transitivity.
South African Journal of African Languages May 30 2020
Poetry in Sesotho Nov 04 2020
Music and Identity Apr 28 2020 "Due to significant political and social changes over the last decade in their
countries and worldwide, many scholars in the Nordic nations and in Southern Africa have been researching on
'music and identity' - an area with a paucity of literature. It is our hope that this book will be beneficial to scholars
interested in the field of music and identity. This volume is the result of the Swedish South African Research
Network (SSARN) project, funded from 2004-2006 by the Swedish International Development Cooperation
Agency (SIDA) and the National Research Foundation (NRF) of South Africa, under the theme 'Music and
Identity'. SSARN was founded by Stig-Magnus Thorsén of the University of Gothenburg, Sweden, in 2002 when
he invited Nordic and Southern African scholars to participate in a research group focusing broadly on the topic
'Music and Identity'"--Publisher's website.
United States Business Involvement in Southern Africa Jul 12 2021
U.S. Business Involvement in Southern Africa Jun 11 2021
Curriculum and Reality in African Primary Schools Aug 01 2020
Syntactic Theory and First Language Acquisition: Heads, projections, and learnability Jul 20 2019
The Southern Bantu Languages Jul 24 2022 For the purposes of this volume, originally published in 1954, two
southern zones of Bantu have been included - south of the Zambesi and east of the Kalahari. The book discusses
the phonetic and morphological characteristics of these 2 zones and a classification of the groups, clusters and
dialects is provided. For comparative purposes detailed information on some striking dialectical forms is given in
the appendices.
U.S. Business Involvement in Southern Africa Aug 13 2021
African and European Readers of the Bible in Dialogue Jun 30 2020 Addressing an urgent and deeply felt need

for more dialogue between interpreters of the Bible from radically different contexts, this book reflects in a
comprehensive and existential manner on how to establish new alliances, how to learn from each other, and how
to read Scripture in a manner accountable to ‘the dignity of difference.’
Clinical Linguistics Feb 07 2021 This book covers different aspects of speech and language pathology and it
offers a fairly comprehensive overview of the complexity and the emerging importance of the field, by identifying
and re-examining, from different perspectives, a number of standard assumptions in clinical linguistics and in
cognitive sciences. The papers encompass different issues in phonetics, phonology, syntax, semantics, and
pragmatics, discussed with respect to deafness, stuttering, child acquisition and impairments, SLI, William’s
Syndrome deficit, fluent aphasia and agrammatism. The interdisciplinary complexity of the language/cognition
interface is also explored by focusing on empirical data from different languages: Bantu, Catalan, Dutch, English,
German, Greek, Hebrew, Italian, Japanese, and Spanish. The aim of this volume is to stress the growing
importance of the theoretical and methodological linguistic tools developed in this area; to bring under scrutiny
assumptions taken for granted in recent analyses, which may not be so obvious as they may seem; to investigate
how even apparently minimal choices in the description of phenomena may affect the form and complexity of the
language/cognition interface.
Journal of African Languages and Linguistics Sep 02 2020
In the Time of Cannibals Jun 18 2019 The workers who migrate from Lesotho to the mines and cities of
neighboring South Africa have developed a rich genre of sung oral poetry—word music—that focuses on the
experiences of migrant life. This music provides a culturally reflexive and consciously artistic account of what it is
to be a migrant or part of a migrant's life. It reveals the relationship between these Basotho workers and the local
and South African powers that be, the "cannibals" who live off of the workers' labor. David Coplan presents a
moving collection of material that for the first time reveals the expressive genius of these tenacious but
disenfranchised people. Coplan discusses every aspect of the Basotho musical literature, taking into account
historical conditions, political dynamics, and social forces as well as the styles, artistry, and occasions of
performance. He engages the postmodern challenge to decolonize our representation of the ethnographic subject
and demonstrates how performance formulates local knowledge and communicates its shared understandings.
Complete with transcriptions of full male and female performances, this book develops a theoretical and
methodological framework crucial to anyone seeking to understand the relationship between orality and literacy in
the context of performance. This work is an important contribution to South African studies, to ethnomusicology
and anthropology, and to performance studies in general.
Malilime Nov 23 2019
Machine Translation and the Information Soup May 22 2022 Machine Translation and the Information Soup! Over
the past fty years, machine translation has grown from a tantalizing dream to a respectable and stable scienti clinguistic enterprise, with users, c- mercial systems, university research, and government participation. But until
very recently, MT has been performed as a relatively distinct operation, so- what isolated from other text
processing. Today, this situation is changing rapidly. The explosive growth of the Web has brought multilingual
text into the reach of nearly everyone with a computer. We live in a soup of information, an increasingly
multilingual bouillabaisse. And to partake of this soup, we can use MT systems together with more and more tools
and language processing technologies|information retrieval engines, - tomated text summarizers, and multimodal
and multilingual displays. Though some of them may still be rather experimental, and though they may not quite t
together well yet, it is clear that the future will o er text manipulation systems that contain all these functions,
seamlessly interconnected in various ways.
Hearings May 10 2021
An Introduction to Spoken Sesothe Feb 25 2020
Regulations and Syllabuses for the Junior Certificate Examination Sep 26 2022
Censorship Apr 09 2021 First published in 2002. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
Coherence and Grounding in Discourse Oct 15 2021 This volume seeks to expand our understanding of the
relation holding between discourse relations, cognitive units, and linguistic coding. The twenty contributions in this
collection explore one or more of the following themes: How point of view, or the salience of information in
discourse, affects the organizational coherence of text and discourse; the concept of cognitive and linguistic event
and how events are reflected in text and discourse organization; the nature of linguistic coding of events and other
kinds of significant information; and the cognitive bases or cognitive correlates of the linguistic organization of
discourse.
Language Dec 05 2020 Proceedings of the annual meeting of the Society in v. 1-11, 1925-34. After 1934 they

appear in Its Bulletin.
The Crosslinguistic Study of Language Acquisition Aug 25 2022 Extending the tradition of this series, which has
become a standard reference work in language acquisition, this volume contains chapters on seven more
languages, including a section on ergative languages. Languages in this volume include: Georgian; Greenlandic;
K'iche Mayan; Warlpiri; Mandarin; Scandinavian and Sesotho.
Acquisition of Clause Chaining Feb 19 2022 This eBook is a collection of articles from a Frontiers Research
Topic. Frontiers Research Topics are very popular trademarks of the Frontiers Journals Series: they are
collections of at least ten articles, all centered on a particular subject. With their unique mix of varied contributions
from Original Research to Review Articles, Frontiers Research Topics unify the most influential researchers, the
latest key findings and historical advances in a hot research area! Find out more on how to host your own
Frontiers Research Topic or contribute to one as an author by contacting the Frontiers Editorial Office:
frontiersin.org/about/contact.
Joint Acquisitions List of Africana Sep 21 2019
Selves in Question Jan 26 2020 Wide-ranging and engaging, Selves in Question considers the various ways in
which auto/biographical accounts situate and question the self in contemporary southern Africa.The twenty-seven
interviews presented here consider both the ontological status and the representation of the self. They remind us
that the self is constantly under construction in webs of interlocution and that its status and representation are
always in question. The contributors, therefore, look at ways in which auto/biographical practices contribute to
placing, understanding, and troubling the self and selves in postcolonies in the current global constellation. They
examine topics such as the contexts conducive to production processes; the contents and forms of
auto/biographical accounts; and finally, their impact on the producers and the audience. In doing so they map out
a multitude of variables--including the specific historical juncture, geo-political locations, social positions, cultures,
languages, generations, and genders--in their relations to auto/biographical practices. Those interviewed include
the famous and the hardly known, women and men, writers and performers who communicate in a variety of
languages: Afrikaans, English, Xhosa, isiZulu, Sesotho, and Yiddish. An extensive introduction offers a general
framework on the contestation of self through auto/biography, a historical overview of auto/biographical
representation in South Africa up to the present time, an outline of theoretical and thematic issues at stake in
southern Africa auto/biography, and extensive primary and secondary biographies. Interviewees: Breyten
Breytenbach, Dennis Brutus, Valentine Cascarino, Vanitha Chetty, Wilfred Cibane, Greig Coetzee, J. M. Coetzee,
Paul Faber, David Goldblatt, Stephen Gray, Dorian Haarhoff, Rayda Jacobs, Elsa Joubert, K. Limakatso Kendall,
Ester Lee, Doris Lessing, Sindiwe Magona, Margaret McCord, N. Chabani Manganyi, Zolani Mkiva, Jonathan
Morgan, Es’kia Mphahlele, Rob Nixon, Mpho Nthunya, Robert Scott, Gillian Slovo, Alex J. Thembela, Pieter-Dirk
Uys, Johan van Wyk, Wilhelm Verwoerd, David Wolpe, D. L. P.Yali Manisi.
Gothoma Gobala Ka Sesotho Sa Lebowa Dec 25 2019
Speech and Computer Dec 17 2021 This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 16th International
Conference on Speech and Computer, SPECOM 2014, held in Novi Sad, Serbia. The 56 revised full papers
presented together with 3 invited talks were carefully reviewed and selected from 100 initial submissions. It is a
conference with long tradition that attracts researchers in the area of computer speech processing (recognition,
synthesis, understanding etc.) and related domains (including signal processing, language and text processing,
multi-modal speech processing or human-computer interaction for instance).
The Bantu–Romance Connection Aug 21 2019 This landmark volume is the first work specifically designed to
explore the extent to which striking surface morpho-syntactic similarities between Bantu and Romance languages
actually represent similar syntactic structures. In particular, it explores the timely and much debated issues of
verbal morphology and agreement, the structure of DPs, and word order/information structure, with the goal of
providing a better understanding of the structure of the different languages investigated, and the implications this
holds for syntactic theory more generally. All of the papers draw on data from both Bantu and Romance
languages, providing a framework for much-needed further comparative research on the nature of linguistic
structure, its diversity and constraints, and the implications this has for learnability/acquisition. The volume also
provides an important precedent for incorporating insights from Bantu linguistic structure into mainstream of
syntax research.
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